This document presents a case history of an 80-hour consulting contract undertaken in 1984 whereby a human resources consultant provided training in team building, communication skills, and creative problem solving to the management team of the Water Revenue Department (WRD) of the government of the District of Columbia. The troubled history of the WRD organization, whose problems included low morale, internal tension, and overwork, is described. The consulting process undertaken is discussed. The first step described involved interviewing of management team members. Management by the whip philosophy, which had been used by WRD, is discussed. Organizations' needs for human resources development are discussed. Shortcuts to excellence taught as part of the consulting process are described. These include relaxation training, training in reflective skills, developing imagination, and identification with the WRD chief. Comments of members of the management group at the end of the consulting process affirmed the great value of investing in the training of employees. A list of 11 symptoms, their effects, remedial techniques, and outcome are included. (Author/ABL)
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This is the case history of an 80-hour consulting contract which provided training in team building, communication skills, and creative problem solving to the management team of the Water Revenue Department of the Government of the District of Columbia between November, 1983, and April, 1984. The value of investing in human resource development is documented.
It seemed like a last ditch effort. Nobody really believed the situation could improve, but the Directors of the Water Revenue Department (WRD) in the District of Columbia were willing to give it one last shot.

"We've done miracles around here," said the Director, a Viet Nam veteran with 15 years experience in the Utilities Industry. "When we were hired three years ago to turn this organization around, we were expected to accomplish a tremendous amount in a short period of time and, by god, we did! We hired seven new Branch Chiefs and began to address the consequences of a 20 year malaise. We reduced billing errors by 65%; increased collections by 33% over last year alone. We researched and brought on line a new computer system, and have another one in the wings, ready to install."

"The results we've achieved are praise worthy," added his Deputy, with an MBA from Stanford University, "but the human cost has been staggering. We've been brutal with the Branch Chiefs and they with one another.

"At first, we were able to achieve a high degree of success because of the extreme challenge in front of us--to resolve long standing problems in this organization which have helped to cripple the D.C. Government. We ran on adrenalin, 80 hours or more a week for about two years. Then we hit a wall, like marathon runners. Communications, which were always strained due to the tremendous pressure on us, worsened. Anger, frustration and fatigue replaced commitment and the desire to achieve. We had to deal with a persistently negative press and, on top of it all, the stronger and more capable our group has become, the less support we have had from above."

"What do you need now," I asked?
"We need to learn how to slow down and see if we can deal with one another as human beings, not as expendable cogs in a heartless machine," the Deputy told me. "We need to come together, acknowledge and get past our difficulties, and celebrate our success. We need to learn something about really working together as a team. We're exhausted, in large measure, because we've been hunkered down in our own little fox holes, solitary heroes, managing our areas of responsibility with tunnel vision. Help us bury the past and learn how to work more effectively together, so that we can confront and deal with the coming changes."

They were burned out, and presented me with the challenge, in an 80 hour consulting contract, to help them resolve three years of stress and tension, relentless demands, internal and external pressure, collective abuse, endless personal sacrifice and continuous self-neglect.

INITIAL INTERVIEWS

I began to interview each of the nine members of the management team, to compile the history of WRD over the last three years. I needed to understand how the departments of Credit and Collection, Account Billing and Investigation, Customer Service, Measurement, Administrative Services, Correspondence, and Automated Data Processing were interconnected. I quickly discovered that there was very little cooperation between the Branch Chiefs; active sabotage was going on between various departments; and morale among the one hundred employees at WRD was at an all time low. The Branch Chiefs were eager to express the human price they had paid for the accomplishment they had achieved. However, while conducting the initial interviews, I kept hearing the same bitter and caustic evaluations of the probable outcome of this consulting contract.

"You're wasting your time here. Management will never improve. Is this a set up? They'll never change! This is the real world, man. What you propose to do sounds too airy-fairy, too touchy-feely, too like an encounter group, too 'west coast'. Nobody cares about us. Our only satisfaction is that we've done one hell-of-a-job. In fact, we're even too tired to care about our subordinates or employees any more."

MANAGEMENT BY WHIP

There are a great many ideas circulating these days about what constitutes good management. Current books on the subject are "In Search of Excellence"; talk about "The One Minute Manager", "Management by Objective", "The Intuitive Manager," Japanese management practice, and so on. A reason for the proliferation of these new ideas is precisely because, all too often, management might be characterized as 'Management by Whip', as it was at WRD when this contract began.

Why is this so? First of all, many people who arrive in management positions have seldom been dealt with in a truly encouraging or supportive way in the course of their own career development. Second, many people arrive in supervisory roles with great expertise in
specific technical areas but have little or no training in 'soft'
human sciences that deal with motivation, communication skills, team
building, etc. Third, few organizations are willing to make the
commitment in dollars and time necessary to truly develop the human
resources within their employees. Last, people are, in general,
reluctant to do the kind of deep, vulnerable, and sometimes fright-
ening inner work that is required to identify obstacles to success,
release pain and tension, develop latent human resources, and make new
resources available in their personal or professional lives.
Therefore, they perform by whip until it is their turn to wield it.
When they become managers or supervisors, they can only do what they
have been taught or exposed to, and the attitude becomes, 'I have made
it through the system the hard way. I've survived and so can you.
Put out or get out!'
Managers are trained to deal almost exclusively with accomplishing
the tasks at hand and seldom have the time, training or support to
deal with their own personal or professional needs, much less the
needs of their subordinates. At WRD, as a result of some notable
recent success in achieving organizational goals, there was a small
window of opportunity through which to look at the question, 'Is there
a better way to run an organization than management by whip?'
In two intense years of education at Stanford, the Deputy
informed me, he had never been required to take a single course in how
to manage people—in team building, improving communication skills,
leadership development, creative problem solving, etc. The education-
al emphasis was exclusively on analysis, rational evaluative skills
and logical systems design. The Director, on the other hand, was
disposed to lead with a military style of management. He simply
wanted to fire several Branch Chiefs and find new people to fill their
slots, when his Deputy suggested they look into a comprehensive
training program, and initiate this consulting contract.

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Organizations that have lost their effectiveness, spirit or
morale need to learn how to ignite the passion and commitment of their
employees. Deadlines, demands, quotas, and high expectations are
obviously necessary but not sufficient in themselves to evoke ongoing
excellence in the workplace. Without an ongoing commitment to the
development of human resources, an organization can only survive by
short term heroism, as was happening at WRD, then search for new
martyrs to plug into impossible situations for yet another short term
fix.
As a consultant at WRD, I had to be friend, advisor, trusted
guide and ally to a skeptical group of walking wounded men and women.
They needed caring, respect and great assistance to begin a
rejuvenation process. But it takes more than good will to address the
unmet human needs within an organization. What is required is the
wide dissemination and broad utilization of inspiring and effective
methods for developing human resources. Furthermore, organizations
need to learn how to create the kind of sacred space in which people
can let go of their fears, defenses, masks, and debilitating patterns;
consider and explore the use of tools for professional development;
and have occasions to test and try out new talents and abilities.
SHORTCUTS TO EXCELLENCE:

Everyone needs to take off their armor once in a while, drop their swords, step out of the blazing workday sun and take stock of their performance and career path. Training in the use of specific techniques for developing human potential is required to ensure the kind of excellence which results in personal productivity, job satisfaction and organizational effectiveness over the long haul. Let me describe a few of the shortcuts to excellence I employ in my consulting practice, and introduced at WRD.

RELAXATION TRAINING

There is a great need in the workplace for methods that help people manage stress and tension. Good communications cannot occur when one is angry, frustrated or preoccupied, and good decisions cannot be made when one is frantic, overwhelmed or out of control.

Each of the meetings I conducted with the management group began with a ten minute period of training in methods of deep relaxation. At various times I instructed the group to close their eyes, practice deep and slow breathing, listen to quiet music for several minutes to unwind. I taught them how to get in touch with their physical stress and psychological tension and release it. By this they were able to make an important separation from ordinary pressures and concerns, center themselves and become present to the upcoming training session.

It was the habit of most of the members of the management group to get to work early, stay late, never take any time for themselves, not even a lunch break. They were encouraged to take a break, however short, several times a day. Those under the greatest pressure were also encouraged to get up, close the door, and do some stretching exercises for 10 minutes whenever possible. Everyone was encouraged to do regular exercise at home. Research has shown that, when relaxation methods are incorporated at work, a 20% improvement in job performance and satisfaction can result.

REFLECTIVE SKILLS

With too much to do in too little time, the group discovered that most of their decisions were made on the basis of snap judgments. They also acknowledged that, upon reflection, many of those decisions were poor ones, particularly regarding the handling of employee relations. It may take a moment or two to stop, relax, become present, and reflect on the issue at hand but, then again, how much time does it take to dig out of a poorly made decision?

Taking time to reflect, and get it out in writing--hard copy--is another way to increase focus and concentration. Out of the universe of tasks that clamor to be done, one can list and then prioritize them and from this decide what must be done, what can be delegated, and what can be discarded. Reflective writing, like a magnifying glass, focuses scattered thinking and brings it into clear focus.

During this consulting contract, the managers were asked to consider and reflect on four major themes. These themes were the subject of several meetings each:
SHORTCUTS TO EXCELLENCE:

1. Where are the present difficulties between managers at WRD, and what are the critical organizational issues that must be confronted?

2. Where would we like to be with one another, and where do we need to go as an organization?

3. What prevents us, individually and collectively, from achieving our visions and goals?

4. What specifically can we do as individuals and as a group to get back on track and moving together in the right direction?

Each person had the time to fully own what he or she knew in relation to these important questions, write down the answers, and share them with the group. Focused and respectful dialogue was the significant outcome of this process.

DEVELOPING IMAGINATION

The group was interested in learning methods for creative problem solving because they often found themselves thinking and behaving in patterned and routine ways. The imagination is a psychological function that can help one see a given problem from many different points of view, and can help in the generation of novel, and potentially more effective, solutions.

At WRD, one principal task before the management group was to bring closure to an extremely demanding and difficult three year effort. After evoking an inner image of his own three year experience, a man drew the symbol of a gladiator, naked and blood soaked, with dented shield in one hand and sword hanging loosely in the other. The warrior was on automatic pilot, as it were; ready to do battle again, but with little enthusiasm, strength or spirit. In one expressive symbol, he was able to communicate his internal reality to the rest of the group in a way they could relate to, understand, and appreciate.

At another point, when the group was asked to draw a picture representing that way of operating toward which they would like to evolve as a group, a woman drew the symbol of an Olympic Relay Team. Each person would take pride in his or her performance carrying the baton and, through excellent individual and group effort, they would achieve even greater success (and enjoy it more) than they had to date.

Images and symbols communicate information in a compact and meaningful way, in unusual and creative ways, and in ways that are hard to criticize, discount or reject. They tend to pull people together by virtue of their unique and human quality, greatly enhance interpersonal communications, and illustrate a talk or presentation in dynamic and powerful ways.

IDENTIFICATION

Initially, the Director was seen as a major villain by this group because of his forceful and authoritarian style, and the communication
within the management group was filled with complaints, negativity and resentment as a result. It was only when the Branch Chiefs were asked to identify with him, see the organization through his eyes, and appreciate the demands on him from top down, that they were able to empathize with him, understand the pressures he was really under, and understand where he was coming from. They could identify with his drive to do the job well, and relate to his own unmet need for encouragement and support from on high.

This was a major turning point in the work. The Director took the risk to expose something of his own humanness, confirm the perceptions of the group, and honor the team building process. After this, role playing was used on many occasions to break through hopelessly blocked communications and clarify issues. A real sense of unity began to emerge.

Much good and effective management results from true understanding of, and effective communication with, others—superiors, subordinates, or peers. The ability to identify with others and see through their eyes, if but for a moment, is a valuable skill to develop. With a balance of empathy and clear direction, one can unlock the energies of loyalty and commitment within others. Only with good understanding and effective communication can others be encouraged and motivated to consistently put out their best effort in the realization of organizational goals.

CONCLUSION

It is constructive to consider some of the remarks written by members of the management group at the end of this team building effort. These comments affirm the great value that can come from investing in the training of employees, and help us understand the benefits that accrue from investing in human resource development.

We talk to each other now with trust and respect. In five minutes we say what it had previously taken hours of meetings to express and discuss and which, more often than not, led nowhere. We work together as a team now, not simply as a group of individuals protecting ourselves first. B.G.

The management staff of WRD has gained some insight into each other through knowing about and sharing some of the successes, failures, and pains which help or hinder effectiveness. The D.C. Government is the ultimate benefactor in improved efficiency and effectiveness. B.F.

The value of the work for me has been in the opportunity to work toward a more human interaction to solve problems. I learned that by opening up to one another we create a better product. W.L.
The nature of this work has helped us:

* to work together as one;
* to understand each other's needs and problems;
* to want to help each other solve problems because they effect us all;
* to let us see things as they really are.

I have more peace of mind. I don't get frustrated or upset when something happens or a new pressure is added. I now take more time for myself, and I find that, by doing so, I can complete more work in a much better frame of mind. E.J.

WRD benefited by the key players' involvement and participation in realizing the latent forces that can be tapped to accomplish greatness. J.D.
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# Shortcuts to Excellence

## Techniques for Developing Human Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Remedial Techniques</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Overwhelmed</td>
<td>Out of control, absorbed in work</td>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>Role distance, witness position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Stress Tension</td>
<td>Somatic illness, anxiety, low</td>
<td>Relaxation training, stretching exercises,</td>
<td>Calm, centered, present, alert, energized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>productivity, fear</td>
<td>breathing techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Unfocused, scattered</td>
<td>Low job satisfaction</td>
<td>Reflective thinking, meditation, journal writing</td>
<td>Focus, concentration, mental clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Poor Decisions</td>
<td>Misunderstanding, errors in judgment,</td>
<td>Active listening, receptive thinking, synoptic</td>
<td>Insight, wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>personnel problems</td>
<td>statements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Narrow Minded</td>
<td>Tunnel vision, fixed attitudes,</td>
<td>Visualization, guided imagery</td>
<td>Imagination, inspiration,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lost in detail</td>
<td></td>
<td>perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Fear of Communicating</td>
<td>Shy, timid, suspicious, playing</td>
<td>Use of symbols, illustrations &amp; art</td>
<td>Pattern recognition, creative self-expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the victim role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Ungrounded</td>
<td>Lost in meaningless activity</td>
<td>Analytical skills</td>
<td>Understanding, reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Too Rational</td>
<td>Distant, cold, aloof</td>
<td>Inner dialogue</td>
<td>Intuition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Too Assertive Too Much Ego</td>
<td>Generates hostility, resentment from</td>
<td>Role playing, identification</td>
<td>Empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) Missed Deadlines, Low Team</td>
<td>Unclear values, priorities, goals</td>
<td>Strategic planning</td>
<td>Commitment, motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Self-Doubt, Low Self-Esteem</td>
<td>Poor organizational effectiveness</td>
<td>Plan execution</td>
<td>Personal and organizational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>excellence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>